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Abstract
The periphrastic past tense of Afrikaans, involving the auxiliary het, is compared with its ancestor construction in Dutch. I argue that the situation in Afrikaans provides support for the analysis of Germanic verb clusters in Zwart (2017), where periphrastic verb forms occupy cells in morphological paradigms, and enter the syntax only after the syntactic derivation has run its course.
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1. Introduction
The verbal morphology of Afrikaans, in comparison with Dutch, shows the advanced deflexion typical of creole languages, but, unlike creole languages, Afrikaans did not develop analytical markings for tense, mood, and aspect. Instead, Afrikaans uses modal and voice auxiliaries of recognizable Dutch origin, as well as the typical Germanic periphrastic past tense expressed by a past participle and the auxiliary het (< Dutch heeft, dialectal het, “has”). As a result, Afrikaans appears to have verb clusters of a type sufficiently similar to Dutch for them to be routinely included in the discussion of Continental West Germanic verb clusters (e.g. Robbers 1997, Schmid 2005). Here, I reconsider the similarities and differences between Dutch and Afrikaans in this domain, and note how the facts of Afrikaans lend support to the analysis of periphrasis and verb clusters of Zwart (2018).

2. Synthesis vs. periphrasis in Afrikaans and Dutch
Morphologically, Afrikaans verbs show an opposition between an unmarked form and a periphrastic past tense form:

(1) a. ... dat ek werk.
   COMP 1SG work
   “... that I am working.”

b. ... dat ek ge-werk het.
   COMP 1SG GE-work AUX
   “... that I have worked.”
The lexical verb werk “work” in (1a) and the auxiliary het in (1b) are both unmarked and invariable, expressing no agreement of any kind. Likewise, werk and het have no synthetic past tense form (and in fact gewerk het is used for the pluperfect as well; Donaldson 1993: 231).

Dutch verbs, in contrast, show a two-way binary tense opposition (cf. Verkuyl 2008), opposing present to past and synthetic to analytic:

(2)  
a. ... dat ik werk / werk-te.  
    COMP 1SG.SU work  work-PST.SG  
    “... that I’m working/worked.”

b. ... dat ik ge-werk- t heb / had.  
    COMP 1SG.SU GE-WORK-D  AUX:1SG  AUX:PST.SG  
    “... that I worked / had worked.”

The periphrastic past tense in Dutch (2b) is a relative tense, positioning the event before a reference point (which may be the here and now, or a point in the past) (Zwart 2011: 12). The simple past in (2a), on the right, expresses cotemporaneity with a reference point in the past. This opposition between anteriority and cotemporaneity is lost in Afrikaans.

3. Finiteness

Interestingly, the anteriority/cotemporaneity opposition in Dutch is only relevant in finite contexts. In infinitives, the periphrastic expression is used for both cotemporaneous and anterior past:

(3)  
a. Hĳ beweer-t ge- slap- en te heb-ben  
    3SG.SU claim- 3SG GE- sleep- D  INF AUX-INF  
    (toen / voor) ik binnen kwam.  
    when before 1SG.SU in come:PST.SG  
    “He claims to have been asleep (when/before) I came in.”

b. *Hĳ beweer-t te slap- en (toen/ voor) ik binne kwam.  
    3SG.SU claim- 3SG INF sleep-INF when before 1SG.SU in come

In (3), toen/voor ik binnen kwam “when/before I came in” provides the temporal reference point, and both cotemporaneity (with toen “when”) and anteriority (with voor ”before”) vis-à-vis the reference point require the use of the periphrastic infinitive.

The verbal system of Afrikaans, then, is identical to the reduced system of Dutch infinitives. In this connection it is interesting that the ±finite opposition has all but disappeared in Afrikaans. Thus, next to (1) we get (4) (cf. Donaldson 1993: 247-248):

(4)  
a. ... om te werk.  
    COMP INF work  
    “...to work”
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b. ... om te ge-werk het
   COMP INF GE-work AUX
   "... to have worked"

The periphrastic past infinitive in (4b) can be used both to express cotemporaneity with a reference point in the past (5) and to express anteriority (6) ((5) adapted from Robbers 1997: 91; (6) from Donaldson 1993: 241).

(5) Die fliek skyn toe 'n sukses te ge-wees het.
   the movie seem then a success to GE-be AUX
   "The movie seems to have been a success then."

(6) Hy mag sy motor dalk al verkoop het.
   3SG.M may 3SG.POSS car maybe already GE:sell AUX
   "He may already have sold his car."

The obligatory use of a particular form (the periphrastic infinitive with have) to accommodate temporal semantics indicates that tense may be present in nonfinite contexts. This shows that a simple characterization of finiteness in terms of tense will not do (Wiklund 2005; Nikolaeva 2007; Zwart 2014).

4. Have

Afrikaans het is derived from Dutch heeft “has” (dialectal het), infinitive hebben, a verb of possession commonly employed in the expression of the perfect in Indo-European (Vendryes 1937). Have may be decomposed into be + preposition (cf. Benveniste 1960), giving rise to syntactic analyses of auxiliary have as the result of a conflation of be with some other functional element (Kayne 1993; Zwart 1996; Hoekstra 1999).

Whatever the merits of this analysis for English and Dutch, it will not carry over to Afrikaans, where it can be shown that het is different from the possessive verb (hê). The possessive verb is one of the very few in Afrikaans that still shows a ±finite opposition (Ponelis 1993: 411):

(7) a. Hulle het geld.
   3PL have money
   “They have money.”

b. Hulle sal geld hê.
   3PL will money have:INF
   “They will have money.”

But the auxiliary het does not have a nonfinite variant hê (Malherbe 1917: 63-64; Ponelis 1993: 412):

(8) Hulle sou haar ge-sien (het / *hê).
   3PL will:PST 3SG.F.0B GE-SEE AUX AUX:INF
   “They would have seen her.”
The construction in (8) is one where both finite and unmarked forms may typically appear, as shown in (9) with modal auxiliaries (another category where a past/unmarked opposition survives; note that the preferred variant is \textit{wou}) (Donaldson 1993: 242):

(9) \textit{Ek sou dit (wil / wou) doen.}
1SG will.PST this want want:PST do
“I would like to do it.”

The fact that \textit{hê} is nevertheless excluded in (8) suggests that \textit{het} has become a designated past tense marker in Afrikaans (apparently alternating with the past tense adverbial \textit{toe} “then”, which seems to have assumed a similar function with unmarked verb forms; cf. Ponelis 1993: 432f).

5. \textit{het vs. the Dutch auxiliary heeft}

On closer inspection, Afrikaans \textit{het} differs from its ancestor Dutch \textit{heeft} in several other respects (data from Donaldson 1993; Robbers 1997). The following summary makes no claim of being comprehensive (thanks to the anonymous reviewers for various refinements and caveats):

(a) the past participle in Dutch can both precede (2b) and follow (\textit{heb gewerkt}) the auxiliary; in Afrikaans, \textit{het} invariably follows the participle

(b) in Dutch, the participle can “float” to a position to the left of a modal verb (\textit{gewerkt kan hebben} “may have worked”); in Afrikaans, the past participle and the auxiliary must both follow the modal (\textit{kan gewerk het})

(c) in Dutch, the infinitival marker \textit{te} has to immediately precede the nonfinite auxiliary (\textit{hoeft gezien te hebben} “needs to have seen”); in Afrikaans, \textit{te} has to precede the participle-auxiliary combination (\textit{hoeft te gesien het})

(d) in Dutch, three-verb strings, where the most deeply embedded verb is a bare infinitive, the order is 1-2-3 (where the higher number indicates deeper embedding), and the participle is replaced by an infinitive (\textit{heeft laten vallen} “has dropped” [lit: has cause fall]); in Afrikaans, the auxiliary remains the final element, yielding the order 2-3-1 (\textit{gelaat val he}), and the participle is not necessarily replaced by the unmarked form (one relevant factor being verb type)

(e) in similar verb strings with postural verbs, Dutch again has 1-2-3 (\textit{heeft zitten lezen} “has been reading” [lit: “has sit read”]); in Afrikaans, where a hendiadys construction appears, the order is again 2-3-1 and ge-drop varies among speakers ((\textit{ge)sit en lees het})

(f) in Dutch, three-verb strings where the most deeply embedded verb is a \textit{te} infinitive, again the order is 1-2-3 (\textit{is begonnen te slaan} “started to beat”); in Afrikaans, the order is once again 2-3-1 (\textit{begin (te) slaan het}).

These observations indicate a much stronger interdependence between the participle and the auxiliary in Afrikaans than in Dutch, the auxiliary in Afrikaans approximating the status of a morphological appendage/suffix (as also argued earlier by Conradie 2007: 218). Analyzing \textit{het}
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as a morphological appendage would account for its obligatory position directly following the participle. It would also make sense of the observation in (c) where the participle-auxiliary combination of Afrikaans appears to be in the scope of the infinitival marker te.

Where the participle and het are not string-adjacent, as in (d) and (e), a case may be made for the participle to form a unit with the material separating it from the auxiliary, so that we get, for (d), the structure / gelaat val -het. That laat-val may be a unit in Afrikaans is suggested by the observation that this two-verb string behaves as a single element in (optionally) undergoing verb second (Biberauer 2013; example adapted from Ponelis 1979: 245):

(10) Hy laat val die strokiesprent.
    3SG.SU let fall DET cartoon
    “He drops the cartoon.”

We find these “complex initials” also with the hendiadys construction of (e) (Robbers 1997: 65), though not, apparently, with verbs selecting a te-infinitive (f), or, in fact, with the participle-het complex, discrepancies I must leave for further study at this point.

6. Morphology after syntax

In an earlier article (Zwart 2018), I have argued that the periphrastic past in Dutch (see (2b)) must be viewed as the product not of syntax, but of morphology, in the sense that periphrastic verb forms are listed alongside synthetic forms in the verbal paradigms (following much recent research on periphrasis, cf. Chumakina and Corbett 2013).

This must be understood in the context of the model of grammar in current minimalism, where narrow syntax involves just structures and features, and lexical insertion is a postsyntactic operation supplying syntactic terminals with lexical items that match the inflectional features of the syntactic terminal (e.g. Halle and Marantz 1993). The “lexicalist” analysis of the periphrastic past contemplated in Zwart (2018) is intended as an alternative to the “syntactic” analysis, in which the auxiliary and the participle are separate elements in syntax, and receive separate spell-outs after narrow syntax. (The analysis is not entirely lexicalist in that I do assume a separate subderivation in which the periphrastic forms are put together via a regular syntactic structure building process.)

The string consisting of the participle and the element het in Afrikaans, with its rigid linear order and obligatory adjacency, shows even clearer signs of lexical status than its Dutch ancestor construction. The participle-het complex behaves as a unit, with a fixed order and adjacency of its component parts. On the analysis contemplated here, the periphrastic past fills one of the two cells in the Afrikaans morphological verb paradigm (identified by the single feature [PAST]), as in (11), and spells out a syntactic terminal marked by the same feature.

(11)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>werk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAST</td>
<td>gewerk het</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I believe that this analysis was never seriously considered before, for the very good reason that the auxiliary het shows signs of syntactic independence from the participle: it undergoes verb-
second by itself. Compare (12a), with verb-second of *het, to (1b), an embedded clause, where no verb-second takes place. (12b) shows that the auxiliary cannot pied-pipe the participle when it undergoes verb-second.

(12) a. \[ Ek \ het \ ge-werk. \]
    \[ 1SG.SU \ AUX \ GE-work \]
    “I worked.”

b. \[ *Ek \ ge-werk \ het. \]
    \[ 1SG.SU \ GE-work \ AUX \]

In addition, *het shows independence from the participle in ellipsis, as in (13) (Donaldson 1993: 255-256).

(13) (Has he already done it?)

\[ Ja, \ hy \ het. \]
\[ yes \ 3SG.M.SU \ AUX \]
“Yes, he has.”

But currently these observations no longer provide knock-down arguments for the independent syntactic status of the auxiliary. Ellipsis, in the current model of grammar, is most likely viewed as an interface phenomenon, representing a partial failure to lexicalize (e.g. Merchant 1999). Likewise, Chomsky (2001: 37) suggests that verb-second may be a postsyntactic linearization phenomenon, not to be regulated in narrow syntax (see also Conradie 2007: 218 for the idea that verb-second involving *het is a late rule, applying after the formation of the participle-*het complex). If so, the phenomena in (12)-(13) no longer argue for the syntactic status of auxiliaries, and the idea that periphrastic tense forms are morphological items may be seriously considered (Zwart 2018).

This leaves a number of interesting questions open (in particular, by what mechanism the auxiliary is singled out in verb-second and ellipsis), but in the context of this squib, these questions unfortunately have to be put aside.

7. Conclusion

I have argued that the properties of the periphrastic past in Afrikaans support a “lexicalist” analysis of periphrastic verbal morphology; more precisely, an analysis in which periphrastic forms occupy cells in morphological paradigms. The argumentation rests on the properties of the auxiliary element *het, which is uninflected and unmarked for finiteness, and is obligatorily right-adjacent to the participle. The fact that *het nevertheless undergoes verb-second is consistent with this analysis on the assumption of Chomsky (2001) that verb-second is a postsyntactic operation of linearization.

I submit that this analysis of the periphrastic past in Afrikaans calls for a re-evaluation of the mechanisms of verb clustering as they feature in the literature comparing Afrikaans and Continental West Germanic verb clusters (e.g. Robbers 1997). If the periphrastic past occupies a cell in the morphological paradigms, it is inserted in the position of a syntactic terminal as a
single item. No syntactic operations, then, are needed to derive the 2-1 word order. The existence of these operations plays a major role in Robbers’s (1997) analysis of verb clusters in Afrikaans, which now appears to be up for simplification, if I am correct.

I would like to close by expressing my appreciation for Johan Oosthuizen, a dear friend since his first visit here in Groningen twenty years ago, and a singular presence in the South African linguistics community throughout his career.
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